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Now you can experience the true DeBeer Difference
with our complete refinishing solution. With a long
heritage in the refinish industry, DeBeer prides itself on
providing you with a comprehensive product offering
that allows you to have everything in your arsenal to
get the best possible outcome, every time.
Our product assortment includes a range of Body
Fillers and Spot Primers that ensure you can produce
an optimal base for our high quality basecoats
and topcoats.
To help you learn more about our latest products,
please refer to the product information below.

1-902 Polyester Spray Filler
This high filling two-component
polyester spray filler can be applied
using a gravity feed spray gun.
Suited for all-round bodywork, it’s
the perfect option for large repair
surfaces. The excellent adhesive
properties mean it is easy to apply
and sand while drying quickly.

1-903 Aluminium Body Filler
A two-component, polyesterbased body filler that contains
aluminium particles and ideal
for filling in dents and holes.
The composition means the filler does not shrink or
crack and it can be applied directly to steel with the
possibility of mounting and drilling.

1-904 High Build Body Filler Grey
The grey High Build Body
Filler is an ideal option for
filling uneven areas and
dents on numerous surfaces
including steel, galvanized
steel, aluminium, and polyester materials. The twocomponent thixotropic filler is easy to use and offers
outstanding sanding properties.
1-905 High Build Body Filler White
The white High Build Body Filler
can be easily applied in thick
layers on large areas without
the risk of shrinking or hairline
cracks. A thixotropic knifing
filler which dries in a short amount of time, this filler is
an optimal choice for body shops looking for a fast yet
precise filler.
1-906 Fibreglass Body Filler
A two-component, polyesterbased body filler that has a
thixotropic structure containing
glass fibres of 3 to 6mm. Its
improved composition ensures it
does not shrink or have any cracks appear even in very
thick layers. Designed for repairing corroded areas,
filling in dents and holes, the body filler can be applied
directly to steel.
1-909 Universal Body Filler Light
The Universal Body Filler Light
is an innovative polyester body
filler designed to fill and finish.
The universally applicable filler
works on steel, galvanized steel,
aluminium and fibreglass reinforced plastics. It is easy to
spread and can be used as a finishing Body Filler.

1-16503 Spot Primer (White)
1-16505 Spot Primer (Light Grey)
1-16507 Spot Primer (Mid Grey)
Designed for spot repairs, the Spot Primers can be used to cover sand through areas for
a consistent base. The aerosol canister ensures quick and easy application. Quick-drying
properties allow for improved repair process times and it can be used for both solvent
and water base repairs.
Available in three shades for even better matching capabilities for both the undercoat
and car colour.

How to order
The DeBeer Body Fillers and Spot Primers are available now. The information you will need to order
these products is summarised below.

Product Code

Product Name

Article Number

Contents

Per Box

1-909

Universal Body Filler Light

1-909/1

1L

6

1-906

Fibreglass Body Filler

1-906/1.5

1.5 L

6

1-905

High Build Body Filler White

1-905/1.8

1.8 KG

6

1-904

High Build Body Filler Grey

1-904/2

2 KG

6

1-903

Aluminium Body Filler

1-903/1.9

1.9 KG

6

1-902

Polyester Spray Filler

1-902/1

1L

6

1-16503

Spot Primer White

1-16503/.4

400 ML

6

1-16505

Spot Primer Light Grey

1-16505/.4

400 ML

6

1-16507

Spot Primer Mid Grey

1-16507/.4

400 ML

6

MORE INFORMATION?
If you have any fur ther questions, please contact your local DeBeer Sales Representative.

DeBeer
A Valspar Automotive Brand
DeBeer is Valspar Automotive’s premium refinishes brand.
Valspar Automotive is a subsidiary of Sherwin-Williams,
one of the world’s leading manufacturers of coatings.
MORE INFORMATION
For more information about DeBeer or Valspar Automotive
please visit: www.de-beer.com and www.valsparauto.com

Experience the DeBeer Difference today.

